
Tutorial
Stitches and colours

Use split stitch, satin stitch, back 
stitch, chain stitch and french knot. 
The stitches are explained on page 5.

Cut two pieces in A4 size (21 x 29 cm) 
of the fabric. One of them is the fronts-
ide you stitch on. Trace the pattern. 
 
Start stitching the outline. The stripes 
are done with a zigzag back stitch.

The round area on the belly is stitched 
with chain stitch. You can choose 
whether you do it in only one direc-
tion or if you go up and down (see 
the arrows). I stitched the filling back 
and forth (see arrows). You can also 
embroider them in one direction, it will 
look a little cleaner.

Thread colour from Anchor:
orange 00316, beige 00892, 
rose 00025, black 00403, 
anthrazit 00236

Thread colour from Rico:
neon orange 949, neon green 948

Outline split stitch 
Filling satin stitch

Rose 
2 strands

Whole outline 
Split stitch 

Neon orange
6 strands

Split stitch 
Beige

2 strands

Filling
Chain stitch beige

4 strands
Outline

Split stitch 
beige

6 strands

Outline paws 
Split stitch 

Beige
6 strands

Filling 
French knot

beige 
2 strands 3 rotations

Filling 
French knot 
Beige
2 strands 3 rotations

Eyes: 
Satin stitch neon green 2 strands 
Pupil outline and filling black 
2 strands
Nose line split stitch 
Anthrazit 2 strands 
Eyebrows split stitch 
Orange 2 strands
Nose outline and filling 
Split stitch rose 2 strands
French knot beige 
2 strands 2 rotations

Zigzag back stitch
orange

2 strands

Zigzag back stitch
Orange
2 strands

Preview only!



Artwork 1
Set the printer to „real size“ or set 
the scaling to 100%. 

After printing:
Draw the cat on the right side of 
the fabric. Turn the fabric to the 
left side and use the print „art-
work 2“. Draw the sewing line.

If you want to scale the cat up or 
down, consider that the number of 
strands should also be scaled up 
or down. Preview only!



Split stitch

Move the needle bottom up through the fabric 
in same distance like the stitch before.
From up you stitch directly in the strand of the 
stich before and split it with the needle. 

Satin stitch

Set the stitches close to each other for filling 
the space.

How to do the stitches

French knot

Pull the strand under the needle to the left 
side and rotate it over the needle to the right 
side. Make 1-3 rotations. Then stitch with the 
needle nearby the previous puncture.

Back stitch

Move the needle bottom up through the fabric 
in same distance like the stitch before. Then 
put the needle to the hole at the end of the 
last stitch.

Chain stitch

Stitch in at 1 from the bottom up. Then stitch 
again just to the side at 2 and go out a few 
millimeters away, looping the thread under 
the peak of the needle and pulling the needle 
through. A loop is formed.
At 3 stitch inside the loop again and repeat all 
operations.
At the end (4) put a simple stitch over the 
loop. If you want to start again because, for 
example, your thread has run out, stitch inside 
the finished loop (5) again.



Sewing tutorial 
Step 1: The embroidery work is ready. 
Now you lay both fabric pieces right 
side to ride side and fix it with pins. 
Now you see on the left side of the 
embroidery the sewing line that you 
have drawn before.

Step 2: Sew with the sewing machine 
exactly on this line. Use straight stitch 
and a colour fitting thread.
Slow down the speed of your sewing 
machine to a minimum and sew in 
tight curves only 2-3 stitches, lift the 
sewing foot and turn the fabric by 
hand.
It is important that you sew exactly on 
the line. Then the contoures of the cat 
will be fine. 
An open area for turning must be left 
beside the body, also for the filling 
later.

Step 3: You have sewn both fabric 
pieces on each other. Now you cut the 
rest of the fabric with a jag scissor to 
5mm from the seam. (see the broken 
outline in the pattern). Set a small cut 
in the edges short to the seam. Then 
the seam allowance will lay well in the 
edges after turning.

Step 4: Now you can shift the cat to 
the right side. Model the roundings 
with a stick from inside. You can iron 
it, the drawing lines will disappear. 

Step : Fill the cat with wadding. Take 
care of the tail and stuff  it well using 
your fingers or a stick. Close the open 
part with a ladder stitch.

Ready!

Cutting line

Draw this line on the 
backside and follow it 
while sewing.

Small cut into 
this edge
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